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CorrectionDirection:This part consists of a short passage. In this

passage, there are altogether 10 mistakes, one in each numbered line.

You may have to change a word, add a word or 0delete a word.

Mark out the mistakes and put the corrections in the blanks

provided. If you change a word, cross it out and write the correct

word in the corresponding blank. If you add a word, put an insertion

mark （∧） in the right place and write the missing word in the

blank. If you 0delete a word, cross it out and put a slash （/） in the

blank.We live in a society in there is a lot of talk about 67science, but

I would say that there are not 5 percent ofthe people who are

equipped with schooling, includingcollege, to understand scientific

reasoning. We aremore ignorant of science as people with

comparable 68educations in Western Europe.There are a lot of kids

who know everything aboutcomputershow to build them, how to

take them apart,how to write programs for games. So if you ask them

69to explain about the principles of physics that have gone 70into

creating the computer, you dont have the faintest idea. 71The failure

to understand science leads to suchthings like the neglect of the

human creative power. 72It also takes rise to a blurring（模糊） of

the distinction 73between science and technology. Lots of people

dontdiffer between the two. Science is the production 74of new

knowledge that can be applied or not, since 75technology is the



application of knowledge to theproduction of some products,

machinery or the like.The two are really very different, and people

who havethe faculty for one very seldom have a faculty for the

other.Science in itself is harmless, more or less. But assoon as it can

provide technology, it is not necessarilyharmful.No society has yet

learned how to forecast the 76consequences of new technology,

which can be enormous.Part ⅥTranslation （5 minutes

）Direction:Complete the sentences on Answer Sheet 2 by

translating into English the Chinese given in brackets.提示:在实考

试卷中，该试题在答题卡2上。77. The beauty of the West Lake

in Hangzhou is （我无法用言语来描述）.78. Last week, Tom and

his friends celebrated his twentieth birthday, （尽情地唱歌跳舞

）.79. Why is she looking at me （像是她认识我似的）? Ive never

seen her before in my life.80. Mr. Johnson made full preparation for

the experiment （以便实验能顺利进行）.81. I avoided

mentioning the sensitive subject lest （触犯他）. 100Test 下载频道
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